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Abstract— The experimentally determined impact ionization
coefficients, α  (β  ), include intrinsically the presence of a
dead-space, where carriers cannot impact ionize as they do
not have sufficient energy. These, therefore, cannot be used by
nonlocal ionization models, which require the enabled ionization
coefficients, α ∗ (β ∗ ), which describe the ionization probability
after the dead-space. A relatively simple relationship is shown
to exist between α  (β  ) and α ∗ (β ∗ ), which requires only the
knowledge of the carrier threshold energies. This allows α  (β  ),
conventionally limited to the local model framework, to be used
to give a very good prediction of the avalanche multiplication and
excess noise for a wide range of device widths down to 0.05 μm,
where the dead-space effect is significant. Parameterized values
of α  (β  ) and the carrier threshold energies are listed for a
range of commonly used III–V semiconductors lattice matched to
GaAs and InP substrates, as well as Si and SiC.
Index Terms— Avalanche breakdown, avalanche diodes,
avalanche photodiodes (APDs), impact ionization, ionization
coefficient.

I. I NTRODUCTION

A

VALANCHE photodiodes (APDs) are widely employed
in optical systems, particularly where low-light detection
is necessary due to their superior sensitivity compared with
p-i-n photodiodes. While a high avalanche gain is desirable,
the excess noise factor due to the stochastic nature of impact
ionization eventually limits the sensitivity of APDs. It is therefore important to have a model to predict the multiplication
and excess noise of these devices in order to optimize their
performance.
McIntyre [1] proposed an analytical model to compute
the mean multiplication of any arbitrary electric-field profile
resulting from a carrier-pair injection at position x within a
multiplication region; the formula for the mean multiplication
is given by
w
exp[− x [α(x  ) − β(x  )]d x  ]

w
 w
.
M(x) =
1 − 0 α(x  )exp − x  α(x  ) − β(x  )d x  d x 
(1)
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This model assumes that the position-dependent ionization
coefficient for electrons (α) and holes (β) is solely dependent
on the local electric-field strength. This simple local model
allows extraction of α(β) from multiplication measurements
due to pure electron and hole injection (Me and Mh ) [2].
McIntyre [1] also formulated a noise theory to determine the
excess noise factor Fe (Fh ) associated with Me (Mh ) as


1
F = k M + (1 − k) 2 −
(2)
M
where k is the ionization ratio given by β/α and α/β associated
with Me and Mh , respectively. The excess noise decreases as
k approaches 0, with the carrier type more likely to ionize,
initiating the multiplication. However, this local model is
highly simplified, as it assumes that the impact ionization
probability depends only on the local ionization coefficients
where the carrier is, whereas, realistically, it may be necessary
for a carrier to travel a certain distance in an electric field to
gain sufficient energy before it can ionize, i.e., the dead-space
distance, de (dh ). Early measurements of impact ionization
coefficients were undertaken on thick bulk-like structures,
where the dead-spaces are small relative to the device dimensions and in which case, (1) and (2) are accurate. As device
dimensions decreases, the dead-spaces result in devicedependent measured ionization coefficients, αdevice (βdevice ),
which increasingly deviate from the local values of α(β)
as the avalanching width of a device reduces, particularly
at low electric fields [3]–[5], i.e., αdevice (βdevice ) depends
strongly on the width of the high-field region. One simplistic
yet convenient method for determining the multiplication
(or avalanche gain) in such structures is by changing the
limits to the integral in (1) [3], [4], [6] to account for the
dead-space while using certain device-independent ionization
coefficients, α  (β  ), which are only functions of the
electric field. The quantities α  (β  ) are available for many
semiconductor materials in the literature and have often
been obtained by correcting αdevice (βdevice ), to account
for the effect of the dead-space on the multiplication.
While multiplication characteristics obtained in this manner
work quite well over a range of electric fields and device
dimensions down to 0.1 μm [7], [8], this technique does
not allow accurate prediction of the excess noise when the
dead-space effects are important [9], [10].
One of the first models to successfully predict the excess
noise and multiplication in devices with thin submicrometer
avalanche widths was developed by Hayat et al. [11],
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who numerically solved a set of two coupled recurrence
equations, which incorporate the carriers’ ionization
probability density function (pdf) in the presence of
dead-space. Their dead-space multiplication theory (DSMT)
is capable of calculating the multiplication and excess noise of
p-i-n devices down to avalanche widths of 0.05 μm [12], [13].
However, the accuracy of the DSMT model critically
depends on an accurate knowledge of the ionization pdf.
The ionization pdf requires the knowledge of de (dh ),
simply related to the electron (hole) ionization threshold
energy E the (E thh ) and the electric field, F as

probability, Se (x), where an electron survives a distance x
without impact ionizing. This quantity is readily derived
from (4) as follows:

 ∞
1,
x ≤ de
h e (x)d x =
(5)
Se (x) =
∗ (x − d )], x > d .
exp[−α
e
e
x

de
(3)
F
(assuming a uniform field), and on the ionization coefficients
of carriers after traveling the dead-space. The latter is also
referred to as the enabled ionization coefficients, α ∗ (β ∗ ).
[Estimates for the quantity E the (E thh ) can be obtained from
the literature or from the band structure; these can be used
in the DSMT as a starting point.] However, despite the
availability of α  (β  ) for many semiconductors, these coefficients are not applicable to the DSMT model, as there is
no simple relationship relating the experimentally determined
α  (β  ) and α ∗ (β ∗ ). Historically, obtaining α ∗ (β ∗ ) and
E the (E thh ) has required the experimental values of Me (Mh )
and Fe (Fh ) in a series of p-i-n devices of different thicknesses
and a fitting procedure using the DSMT model [13]. While
this procedure works, it requires the accurate generation of
considerable new noise data in many materials.
In this paper, we show that α ∗ (β ∗ ) can be approximated from experimentally determined α  (β  ) using a simple
equation, provided that a reasonably accurate knowledge of
E the (E thh ) exists without the need for any excess-noise data.
The parameter α  (β  ) is determined from multiplication measurements on p-i-n photodiodes with a uniform electric field
as they simplify the subsequent discussions. These estimates
of α ∗ (β ∗ ) can, in turn, be used in the DSMT models to
generate the multiplication and excess noise in p-i-n devices
as thin as 0.05 μm. They can also be used to predict the
breakdown probability and breakdown voltage [14], [15],
as well as the statistical characteristics of the time response
of the APD [16], [17].
E the =

II. M ODEL
In the DSMT model, the electron ionization pdf, h e (x) is
described as a perfect exponential function after the carrier
traverses the dead-space distance, de [11]

0,
x ≤ de
h e (x) = ∗
(4)
α exp[−α ∗ (x − de )], x > de
where the corresponding mean ionizing path length,
x e is de + 1/α ∗ . However, the mean ionization path length
between successive electron ionizations, x se , is different
from x e , because as each time an electron ionizes, an offspring
electron is launched alongside the parent and they are both
set forth to initiate the subsequent ionizations independently
of each other after they traverse their individual dead-spaces.
To calculate x se , we must first consider the electron survival

Once an electron impact ionizes and, therefore, gives rise
to an offspring electron-hole pair, both the parent, which
starts afresh, and the offspring electron are then assigned
with survival probabilities Se1 and Se2 , respectively. The
joint survival probability, ST (x), for the parent and offspring
electrons, according to which both electrons travel a distance x
without impact ionizing is the product of Se1 (x) and Se2 (x),
namely

1,
x ≤ de
ST (x) = Se1 (x)Se1 (x) =
exp[−2α ∗ (x − de )], x > de .
(6)
The ionizing pdf for the electron pair, h T (x), can be obtained
by differentiating 1− ST (x), which gives

0,
x ≤ de
h T 1 (z) =
(7a)
2α ∗ exp[−2α ∗ (x − de )], x > de .
Interestingly, the mean here, x se , is (1/2α ∗ ) + de . A similar
derivation from (4) to (6) can be repeated in the case of the
local model framework where de = 0 and
h T 2 (z) = 2α  exp[−2α  (x)], x > 0

(7b)

is obtained with a mean of x se = 1/(2α  ). The relationship
between α ∗ (β ∗ ) and α  (β  ) can now be found by equating the
mean ionizing lengths from the DSMT and local model when
they are compared at the same electric field in identical p-i-n
structures, as they should yield the same multiplication value.
This gives
α =

1
1
α∗

+ 2de

.

(8)

Note that α  (β  ) given by (8) is not the same as 1/x e , as it is
derived from 1/x se . This accounts for why there is 2de rather
than just de in the denominator of (8). The rate β  can be
expressed in a similar manner by replacing h e (x), α ∗ , de , x se ,
and Se (x) with h h (x), β ∗ , dh , x sh , and Sh (x), respectively.
An alternative (more complicated and less intuitive) way to
arrive at (8) is as follows. Spinelli and Lacaita [18] attempted
to solve the DSMT model to extract the multiplication
analytically. This technique involved differentiating the
DSMT recurrence equations and then further simplifying
them using a perturbation method, which is reasonably
accurate for small dead-space to device-width ratios, d/w.
The quantity Me (Mh ) obtained is then expressed in terms of
α ∗ (β ∗ ) in the presence of dead-space as follows [18]:
M(w) = Me =

M(0) = Mh =

1−

1−

 w−dh
de

 w−dh
de

exp(αdh )
  w−d

αexp − x h (α − β)d x  d x
(9a)
exp(βde )
  w−d

αexp − x h (α − β)d x  d x
(9b)
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where
1 + 2β ∗ dh + β ∗ de
∗
∗ ∗
e + 2β dh + 3α β de dh
∗
∗
1 + 2α de + α dh
.
β = β∗
∗
1 + 2α de + 2β ∗ dh + 3α ∗ β ∗ de dh
α = α∗

1 + 2α ∗ d

(10a)
(10b)

The local rates α and β from (9a) to (10b) are valid for
de ≤ x ≤ w − dh as defined in [18]. From (9a), it is possible
to equate the multiplication obtained from solving the recurrence equations (after the perturbation approximation) and the
multiplication obtained from the local model (where no deadspace is assumed) for a given w in order to relate α ∗ to αdevice .
The parameter αdevice is normally extracted from experiments
and, therefore, includes the effect of the dead-space. This is
the rate used in the local model which results in multiplication
that is equivalent to that obtained from the DSMT model. For
simplicity, assuming a perfect p-i-n structure where Me = Mh
and Fe = Fh , i.e., α = β, (1) reduces to
M(w) = Me =

1
.
1 − αdevice w

(11)

Similarly, assuming de = dh and α ∗ = β ∗ , (9a) simplifies to
M(w) = Me ≈

1 −1
de
α∗
.
1 −1
(w
−
2d
)
∗
e
α

1 + de +
1 − de +

(12)

By equating the gain expressions in (11) and (12), we obtain
αdevice ≈

1−
1
α∗

de
w

+ 2de

.

Fig. 1. αdevice (βdevice ) of 0.05, 0.1, and 1 μm p-i-n photodiodes calculated
from (14a) and (14b) denoted as , , and , respectively. Parameterized
α  (β  ), α ∗ (β ∗ ) determined from (8) and (15) are shown as solid, mediumdashed lines, and ×, respectively. Inset: fittings (lines) of carriers dead-space
using (3) with those obtained from the SMC simulations (circles).

(13)

The denominator of this expression is identical to that in (8),
but the effect of the device-dependent αdevice (βdevice ) is
accounted for qualitatively by the d/w term in the numerator.
Similar derivations were used in another simple extreme
case where β ∗ , dh in (9a), and β in (1) are set to 0. These
simplified multiplication expressions are equated to each other
and (13) is once again obtained. It is, therefore, concluded
that (13) is independent of β ∗ and dh .
This first-order approximation becomes increasingly
inaccurate in thin devices with high gains due to the large
d/w ratio; the approximation is, therefore, not a good way
for determining the multiplication, as pointed out in [18].
However, if the asymptotes of αdevice for devices with
different widths (at high field) are considered, i.e., when
d/w becomes negligible, then (13) approaches (8). This
means that we can extract the enabled (nonlocal) ionization
coefficient, α ∗ (β ∗ ), from the asymptotes of a family of the
experimental coefficients, αdevice . For each device width, the
asymptote can be found when the electric field is high, or
equivalently when the multiplication is high.
To verify the validity of (8), we have used a simple
Monte Carlo (SMC) model to generate the associated
multiplication and noise characteristics in an idealized series of
p-i-n photodiodes. Several authors showed that such a
model agrees well with experimental gain and noise for
several semiconductor materials even with w thinner than
0.1 μm [19]–[21]. Using the input parameters in [19],
multiplication (Me and Mh ) and noise (Fe and Fh ) of

GaAs perfect p-i-n devices with w of 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, and
1 μm were simulated using the SMC model. Details of the
SMC model have been reported in [19]. These SMC data
were compared against the multiplication and noise data
obtained from the random-path-length (RPL) model [12],
which utilize the randomly generated ionization path lengths
according to the ionizing pdf given by (4). The RPL technique
essentially gives identical results to the DSMT technique [11],
as shown in [22]. The results are described in Section III.
III. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
The parameters αdevice (βdevice ) were determined from
Me and Mh simulated from the SMC model using


1 Me − 1
Me
αdevice =
ln
(14a)
w Me − Mh
Mh
and
βdevice

1 Mh − 1
=
ln
w Me − Mh




Me
.
Mh

(14b)

The local ionization coefficient α  (β  ) was parameterized
using the highest value of αdevice (βdevice ) at a given electric
field, which was extracted from multiplication of different
thicknesses p-i-n photodiodes, as shown in Fig. 1, to give
the device-independent ionization coefficient. The results are
tabulated in Table I. These values are similar compared with
those in [23], but they cover a wider electric field range.
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TABLE I
α  (β  ) OF G ROUP IV AND III–V S EMICONDUCTORS E XPRESSED AS α  (β  ) = Aexp[−(B/F)C ] W HERE F I S E LECTRIC F IELD . T HE I ONIZATION
C OEFFICIENTS T HAT W ERE F OUND TO H AVE A W IDER E LECTRIC F IELD R ANGE T HAN THE P REVIOUS R EPORTS A RE M ARKED AS ∗ .
T HE T HRESHOLD E NERGIES S HOWN A RE FOR S ECONDARY I ONIZING C ARRIERS

Fig. 2. Electron ionizing pdf of GaAs at 600 kV/cm obtained from the
SMC simulations (•). Solid line: mean ionizing length (xe = 1/αMC ) and
dead-space (de ) were determined to calculate α ∗ using (15) to generate the
pdf using (4). Dashed lines: α  obtained using (8).

For clarity, αdevice (βdevice ) for only 0.05-, 0.1-, and 1-μm
p-i-n photodiodes are shown.
The SMC model can also generate the ionizing pdf at a
given electric field by logging the ionizing length between
two successive ionizing events, i.e., x e , as shown in Fig. 2,
which gives the mean electron ionizing length, 1/αMC .

This can be done for primary ionizing carriers, injected with
just thermal energy and for those secondary ionizing carriers
which can start with significant residual energy [24].
The pdf at the same electric field (600 kV/cm) is approximated in the DSMT model in Fig. 2 using (4), which comprises
de followed by an exponential function that has a mean
of 1/α ∗ . The dead-space de was defined as the distance where
the rising edge of the pdf reached 50% of its peak value [25];
therefore, E the (E thh ) for secondary ionizing carriers was
calculated as 3 (3.3) eV using (3), as shown in the inset
of Fig. 1, while the initial carrier threshold energies,
E the (E thh ) determined from the SMC model was ∼15%
higher than those for the secondary carriers at 3.5 (3.8) eV
(using the secondary carrier threshold energy for the primary
injected carrier will result in a slight overestimation of the
low multiplication values in devices but it will not change
the breakdown voltage appreciably). The enabled ionization
coefficient α ∗ (β ∗ ) can, then, be determined from αMC (βMC )
using
1
αMC

= de +

1
α∗

(15)

and this is plotted as a function of electric field for secondary
ionizing carriers in Fig. 1.

1950

Fig. 3. Me − 1 and Mh − 1 curves of p-i-n photodiodes with w of 0.05,
0.1, 0.2, and 0.5 μm (from left to right) simulated by the RPL (solid lines)
and SMC model (•). To remain clarity, the multiplication of 1-μm p-i-n is
not shown.

The ionizing pdf associated with α  is also shown in Fig. 2,
where the peak is significantly lower than those from the
SMC and DSMT models as this assumes that secondary
carriers have no dead-space and, therefore, are allowed to
ionize immediately after they are created.
Using (8) with E the (E thh ) of 3 (3.3) eV on α  (β  ) shows
that excellent agreement to the α ∗ (β ∗ ), which were determined
from the SMC simulations, can be achieved over a wide range
of electric fields from 200 kV/cm to 1.4 MV/cm, as shown
in Fig. 1. We reiterate that these values can be used as input
parameters to the DSMT model to generate multiplication and
excess noise. Using the appropriate E the (E thh ) for primary and
secondary carriers, the calculated DSMT-based multiplication
characteristics agree well with those obtained from the SMC
simulations even for a 0.05-μm thick p-i-n over several orders
of magnitude, as shown in Fig. 3.
Furthermore, excess noise factors calculated from the
DSMT recurrence model showed good agreement with those
obtained from the SMC simulations down to 0.1-μm p-i-n,
as shown in Fig. 4. As the device width shrinks further to
0.05 μm, the DSMT model underestimates both Fe (Fh ) and
shows no multiplication at low electric fields because of the
hard dead-space assumption. In reality, the ionizing pdf is not
accurately presented by (4) even at a relatively low field of
600 kV/cm as shown in Fig. 2, where it initially rises to the
peak value gradually due to the soft dead-space and thereafter
decays exponentially.
Considering the simplicity of (8) in estimating α ∗ (β ∗ ),
simulated results of multiplication and excess noise factor
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Fig. 4.
Excess noise of p-i-n photodiodes with w of 0.05, 0.1, 0.2,
and 1 μm (from top to bottom) due to pure electron and hole injection,
Fe and Fh , respectively, simulated by the RPL (solid lines) and SMC model
(symbols with dashed lines).

from the DSMT model for a wide range of semiconductor
materials like Si [26], InP [27], SiC [28], Al0.6 Ga0.4 As [29],
Al0.8 Ga0.4 As [30], In0.52 Al0.48 As [31], and Ga0.52 In0.48P [32]
agree surprisingly well with the experimental data, provided
good knowledge of α  (β  ) and their corresponding E the (E thh )
exists, as shown in Table I. The effective threshold energy
in the DSMT model is the mean energy carriers attain
before impact ionization, and as such it differs from other
definitions in [33]–[35]. The threshold energy E the (E thh )
can be obtained either from excess-noise measurements
or from knowledge of the multiplication over a wide
dynamic range, when the effects of the dead-space become
important.
IV. C ONCLUSION
Given the ionization threshold energies, the enabled α ∗ (β ∗ )
required by the DSMT model can be recovered from experimentally determined α  (β  ) using the simple relationship
in (8), which can then be used in the DSMT model to predict
the mean multiplication, excess noise factor, the breakdown
probability, and the breakdown voltage. With the consideration of slightly different threshold energies for primary and
secondary carriers, multiplication and noise data calculated
from the DSMT model fit well with the SMC results, even
for a 0.05-μm-thick p-i-n and while assuming a hard deadspace ionization pdf. The proposed technique for extracting the
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enabled ionization coefficients relies only on the knowledge
of multiplication data and does not require explicit knowledge
of the excess-noise characteristics.
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